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Abstract 

Presently, Short Tandem Repeats (STRs) based forensic DNA typing technology is being globally used in solving a 
diverse range of forensic cases such as paternity, identification of unknown dead bodies/skeletal remains, or suspect in 
a case of rape or mass rape. The technology has invaded its tentacles in almost all areas of criminal investigation in the 
last few decades. The present forensic DNA technology is based on capillary electrophoresis and utilizes short tandem 
repeats(STRs).On one hand, the technology is extensively used in the investigation of crime in highly sensitive cases, 
but on the another hand, obtaining DNA profile from forensic samples are highly challenging many times. Advent of PCR 
has been a boon for handling the challenging samples in forensic DNA analysis. The quality DNA profiles from 
challenging samples rely on the yield and quality of DNA, which is mainly dependent upon the method used for DNA 
extraction. Any specific method can never be thought of to be useful for all variety of samples. Still, Phenol Chloroform 
Isoamyl Alcohol (PCIA) organic extraction method has been proven to be useful for a wide variety of samples from the 
simplest saliva/blood to complex teeth and bone samples. In the present study, we compared the yield of DNA from 
blood stains recovered from various surfaces using the PCIA extraction method and Chelex DNA extraction methods 
and their compatibility with present-day STR based capillary electrophoresis typing. The mean value of DNA yield was 
found 50.5 ng/ µl and 32.25 ng/ µl by PCIA and Chelex DNA extraction methods, respectively. Overall, the highest yield 
was observed from all the tested samples from the PCIA method. 
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1. Introduction

The most popular short tandem repeats (STR’s),polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and Capillary Electrophoresis (CE) 
based DNA analysis technology is being widely used in forensic casework analysis [1-2] as well as in anthropological, 
population genetic [3-4], and medical studies [5-6]. The STR based DNA analysis technology is entirely different from 
the original, almost 30 years old methodology known as Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphism (RFLP) of DNA 
application in forensic science[7]which is obsolete now from forensic casework analysis. Presently, STR technology is 
in common use for forensic applications due to their high combined discrimination power as they have high repeat 
numbers, (once in approximately every 10,000 nucleotides) constituting about three percent of the total human 
genome[8]. Multiplexing of short tandem repeat markers is easy to use and therefore worldwide large number of 
population STR data is available and presently more than 20 markers STR multiplex systems are being used in forensic 
DNA typing and/or in casework analysis. Overall to obtain good quality DNA profiles from various forensic samples, an 
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appropriate quantity of amplifiable DNA is required. In forensic casework analysis blood stains are encountered on 
various surfaces. Therefore, to evaluate the DNA yield from bloodstains recovered from eight different surfaces using 
PCIA and Chelex DNA extraction methods, this study was undertaken. 

2. Material and methods 

In this study, blood stains from various surfaces namely cloth piece, cemented floor, wooden piece, iron pipe, knife, 
stone, glass surface, and soil were used for DNA extraction using PCIA and Chelex DNA extraction methods as per 
standard recommendations[9]. We took an equal amount of stains for both methods. The tested stain samples were 
taken from routine case examination at State Forensic Science Laboratory, Sagar, Madhya Pradesh, India in the year 
2014.   

Triplicate of each tested sample was processed using both the DNA extraction methods i.e., PCIA and Chelex. The yield 
of DNA was quantified by Quantifiler® DNA Quantification Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) using Real-Time PCR 7000 
system (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA). 

3. Results and discussion 

The average value of  DNA yield (ng/ µl) from bloodstains recovered from cloth piece, cemented floor, wooden piece, 
iron pipe, knife, stone, glass surface, and soil were 50.5, 40.25, 35.12, 42.05, 43.25, 33.26, 45.78, and 30.23 (ng/ µl) 
respectively from the PCIA method. The average value of  DNA yield (ng/ µl)  from bloodstains recovered from cloth 
piece, cemented floor, wooden piece, iron pipe, knife, stone, glass surface, and soil were 28.56, 22.78, 18.23, 21.02, 20.25, 
19.25, 23.26 and 12.29 (ng/ µl) respectively from the Chelex method (Table 1). 

Table 1 Comparative average yield of DNA from various surfaces using PCIA and Chelex method  

Surface of blood stains 

Phenol Chloroform Isoamyl 
Alcohol (PCIA) method 

(ng/ µl) 

Chelex Method 

(ng/ µl) 

Cloth piece  50.5 28.56 

Cemented floor 40.25 22.78 

Wooden piece 35.12 18.23 

Iron pipe 42.05 21.02 

Knife 43.25 20.25 

Stone 33.26 19.25 

Glass surface 45.78 23.26 

soil  30.23 12.29 

 

The highest average yield of DNA (50.5 ng/µl) was obtained from bloodstains on cloth piece whereas the lowest average 
yield of DNA (30.23 ng/µl) was obtained from soil sample with the use of the PCIA method. In the Chelex method, the 
highest average yield of DNA (28.56 ng/µl) was obtained from bloodstains on cloth piece whereas the lowest average 
yield of DNA (12.29 ng/µl) was obtained from the soil sample. In this comparative study average DNA yield using both 
the DNA extraction method is presented in figure 1. Comparatively higher DNA yield was observed in DNA extraction 
using PCIA method for all the samples. 

The statistical evaluation of obtained results were done using GraphPad Prism v5.03 Software 
(https://www.graphpad.com/scientific-software/prism/). In this comparison, mean DNA yield from the all the variety 
of tested samples were evaluated. The overall mean value of  DNA yield (ng/ µl) from bloodstains recovered from cloth 
piece, cemented floor, wooden piece, iron pipe, knife, stone, glass surface, and soil was observed higher in PCIA method 
in comparison with Chelex method. The statistical evaluation of obtained results is presented in figure 2. Highest and 
lowest yield was observed from cloth piece and soil samples, respectively. Soil sample is already reported to carry PCR 
inhibitors. Though, there have been increasing use of automation these days but the PCIA is still a method of choice for 
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samples which is supposed to have very low amount of DNA. The phenol chloroform extraction method has already 
been reported to have its supremacy over other methods of DNA extraction in many comparisons made earlier on wide 
range of samples including anthropological and clinical samples. For the analysis of forensic samples as well the PCIA 
method is preferred method and/or method of choice of experienced forensic DNA analysts. 

 

Figure 1 Comparative average yield of DNA(ng/ µl) from various surfaces using PCIA and Chelex method 

 

Figure 2 Comparative mean yield of DNA (ng/µl) and standard error from various surfaces using PCIA and Chelex 
method 

4. Conclusion 

The yield of DNA from bloodstains on various surfaces i.e., cloth piece, cemented floor, wooden piece, Iron pipe, Knife, 
stone, glass surface, and soil encountered in various crimes was observed higher in Phenol Chloroform Isoamyl Alcohol 
(PCIA) method than the Chelex method. The observations of the study strongly suggest that for the forensic samples, 
where chance of getting DNA is low, the PCIA method should be preferred than Chelex method. 
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